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North Andover, MA Local solar installer ReVision Energy welcomed a group of volunteers to its
7,000 s/f facility to build portable emergency power and water purification units for devastated
communities in Puerto Rico. Each unit is comprised of a trailer with solar electric panels, battery
storage, water purification, lights and charging ports for small electronics.

The “Power On Puerto Rico” relief project is being led by a partnership between the global disaster
relief organization Amurtel and the nationwide solar co-op Amicus Solar (ReVision Energy is a
founding member of Amicus). The goal is to provide storm-ravaged communities with access to
power, clean drinking water and lighting.

“We are excited to finally put our shoulders to the task of building the portable emergency units,
which we are calling ‘Solar Outreach Systems’ or SOS units,” said ReVision Energy co-founder Phil
Coupe. The recent goal was to completely outfit the first three trailers and get them on their way to
PuertoRico where Amurtel has staff on the ground that has identified the first communities that will
receive the donated SOS units. The longer term goal is to build and deliver 100 units.

“More than 30% of Puerto Ricans are still without power and clean drinking water, so we know the
need for these portable emergency units is still very high despite it being five months since
Hurricane Maria caused immense damage to the island,” said Coupe.

The Puerto Rico-based solar company Aireko, an Amicus member, has already donated the
shipping to get the finished trailers delivered to San Juan, and Aireko will help transport the SOS
units to recipient communities identified by Amurtel.
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